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Introduction
This paper introduces a research project called EU-MOP, founded by 
EU Commission under the 6th Frame Work Programme (DG-RTD), 
that involves the design and evaluation of an intelligent robot system 
to respond to oil spills and new spill management tools.
The R&D team consist of 13 multidisciplinary European partners, 
everyone of which have an outstanding knowledge in their relevant 
areas.
Background
Oil pollution either from marine accidents or routine ship opera-
tions is one of the major problems that threaten the marine environ-
ment. Eff orts in protecting the environment after an oil spill could 
cost billions of euros in cleanup and subsequent damage costs, often 
producing questionable results. The key factor for effi  cient clean-
up operations is to develop an adequate structure focusing on the 
confrontation of oil when is into the sea and diminish the impact on 
nearby coasts. 
Objectives
In fact there is a direct need for a renovation of anti-pollution meth-
odologies and equipment. Such a goal must be incorporated at all 
hierarchical levels, taking the necessary legislative and surveillance 
measures, therefore in-situ techniques that allow for the control and 
elimination of spills become imperative. 
   1.Innovative concepts for oil spill management.
   2.Novel devices for oil spill confrontation.
   3.An integrated framework for oil spill management.
Expected Results
Analysis and assessment tools that complete an integrated frame-
work for oil spill management system, including communications, 
logistical support and response tactics.
Design and proof of concept of autonomous elimination units for 
marine oil pollution 
(EU-MOPs).
An advanced structure for the dissemination of oil pollution response 
policies.
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Introdcution
This contribution will deal with the long standing experience of a 
deep sea intervention system MODUS that has been developed by 
the authors groups for the deployment of heavy deep sea stations. 
This stations mainly operated by the partner INGV in Rome/Italy have 
the purpose to operate for a long term (one year) autonomously or to 
be linked to shore nodes.
Contents
It will be presented the complex process for the development of this 
technology with CAD design, CFD simulation, numerical simulation 
for the dynamic behaviour and the lab tests. This will be followed 
by the experiences with MODUS in the fi eld. MODUS has been used 
within several European projects such as GEOSTAR1, GEOSTAR2, 
ORION, BIODEEP. Moreover in the Italian projects SN#1, APLABES and 
MABEL. During this projects we have had more than 70 dives down 
to 4000 m in diff erent environments, like the Mediterrenean Sea and 
the Antarctic Sea. In the near future it will operate in the Atlantic Sea 
within NEAREST another European project. 
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fl ow. Common control structures include parallel and sequential ex-
ecution, repetitive structures (while, for, …), conditional structures 
(if-then-else, try-catch, …), etc. 
Figure 3 shows a control structure If-then-else. Both tasks and con-
trol structures are embedded between the Begin, Task achieved and 
Task not achieved places. For this reason, the control structures can 
sequence not only tasks but even other control structures.
Once the architecture-link section is defi ned, programing a mission 
is as easy as writing a piece of code using the available control struc-
tures and the previous defi ned tasks (Algorithm 1).
Mission{
  yaw = 0;
  while(yaw < 2*PI){
    AutoHeading(yaw, 60);
    parallel{ConstantVelocity(0.8, 60);}
          or{Monitor(distance > 2);}
    yaw = yaw + PI/2; 
    }
}
Algorithm 1: Example of a MCL mission.
4. Conclusions:
This is an ongoing project to design and implement a fl exible MCL 
easy to be tailored to diff erent AUV control architectures. A generic 
MCS based on Petri nets have been presented as well as the MCL 
used to defi ne the missions. The main goal of this project consist on 
providing the end user with a simple but powerful language for de-
scribing the AUV missions.
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